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Introduction

This report provides an overview of Israel’s surveillance industry, outlines its impact on Palestinians’ human rights, and details the industry’s human rights implications worldwide. The analysis that follows draws from scholarly writing and policy briefs as well as previously published research on Palestinians living under intensive state surveillance in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. Five sections contextualize the growth of Israel’s surveillance industry within global trends in securitization and surveillance at the start of the 21st century, examine the impact of spyware, social media monitoring, and biometric surveillance in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories and worldwide, and offer recommendations to mitigate the harmful impacts of these systems.

Israeli surveillance of Palestinians across the region has proliferated since October 7th and the subsequent war on Gaza. As policing and military tactics developed over the last few days intensify, emergency measures have granted police and military personnel unchecked surveillance powers over Palestinians in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory. By outlining a recent history of Israel’s private surveillance industry and its impact on Palestinians in General and specifically those who live in East Jerusalem and West Bank, this report provides context and lends clarity to current events.

Innovations in first digital and then automated surveillance intensified the scope of Israeli surveillance of Palestinians in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory at the start of the 21st century. Many of the technologies developed and refined in Occupied Palestinian Territory have subsequently fed into a burgeoning and global security homeland industry that prizes innovations in digital and automated surveillance. The three case studies discussed below demonstrate how the use of invasive surveillance technology on Palestinians has allowed Israeli firms to become private industry leaders, exporting invasive systems around the world. These examples also illustrate how new surveillance systems have a repressive impact on civilians living under intensive policing or military occupation. In Occupied Palestinian Territory, the systems discussed have exacerbated violence to the detriment of human rights. This report underscores how new surveillance technologies have eroded Palestinians fundamental right to privacy as well as their right to movement, right to assemble, and freedom of expression as enshrined by United Nations’ Declaration of Human Rights.¹ By understanding the impact of new surveillance technologies in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories and their global reverberations, this policy brief emphasizes the need to reign in the development, deployment, and export of new systems.

Background

Israeli military surveillance of Palestinians has a long history that stretches well beyond 1948, when 750,000 Palestinians were expelled from their homes and Israel subjected those who remained to a military rule marked by pervasive surveillance.² As Palestinian historians have noted, Israel’s annexation and subsequent occupation of Palestinian territory (the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and Gaza) in 1967 extended these practices beyond the 1949 armistice line.³ For decades, Israeli spying, wiretapping, and aerial reconnaissance has eroded the fundamental human rights of Palestinians in Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territory. Yet Israel emerged as a global leader in surveillance technology at the turn of the 21st century. It was the dawn of what Shoshanna Zuboff calls surveillance capitalism, a profit-making system predicated on expropriating tech users’ data.⁴ Surveillance capitalism was pioneered through state-corporate partnerships in the United States following the events of September 11, 2001, and the advent of a global war on terror. The U.S. government traded scant regulations on growing technology firms for access to their vast reserves of users’ private data, all in a bid to keep up with the surveillance capacities of a civilian technology sector. Yale Law

Professor Jack Balkin suggests that the U.S.’s anti-regulation stance turned the internet and the private companies capitalizing on surveilling it into a lawless space. Private companies devoted to data harvesting and analysis proliferated, supplying tools and expertise to the government in exchange for weak regulatory oversight.

Like many other countries, Israel learned from the U.S.’ model of state surveillance and corporate profit-making. Heads of Israel’s intelligence community consulted with U.S. security experts and technology CEOs to significantly expand Israel’s intelligence apparatus across the occupied West Bank, East Jerusalem, and Gaza to meet the demands of the digital era. It was also the tail end of the second intifada, and Israel’s military embraced dragnet surveillance as a deterrence mechanism, a tactic to avert more violence instead of lasting political solutions. Units like 8200, Israel’s version of the NSA, grew from passive signal intelligence units into what generals described as a collection of ‘mini-start-ups’ boasting more soldiers than the navy. The military trained conscripts in offensive hacking, technological development, and data analysis. Israel’s military denies Palestinian civilians living under occupation a right to privacy, creating a stark discrepancy from the rights granted to Israeli citizens. Soldiers gained experience building up and managing cutting-edge surveillance and security technologies with minimal limitations on who they could surveil and what kind of data they might collect.

The expansion of Israel’s military surveillance apparatus in the West Bank fueled the rapid development of the country’s high-tech economy. Close ties between the army and private technology industry had been established decades earlier, seeding a robust technology sector primarily led by veterans of Israeli military intelligence units. However, as Israeli sociologist Neve Gordon notes, Israel’s high-tech industries experienced unprecedented growth following 9/11, as demand for security and surveillance tech soared worldwide. Israeli startups experimenting with artificial intelligence, data analysis, and cyber espionage proliferated. Alliances between Israel and the U.S. meant that the U.S. military, CIA, and FBI were Israeli surveillance firms’ frequent customers. By 2016, Israel was home to the most surveillance companies per capita in the world and considered a global ‘homeland security capital.’ In turn, as the Palestinian Coalition for Digital Rights notes, Occupied Palestinian Territory became a “testing ground for oppressive regimes and technologies.”

Human rights abuse scandals have surrounded Israel’s surveillance industry in recent years and are discussed below. Nonetheless, Israel's surveillance industry is booming. According to the Carnegie Endowment, as of summer 2023, Israel remains the leading exporter of spyware and digital forensic technologies. Of the 74 governments that buy this surveillance technology from private vendors, 54 countries have purchased from Israeli surveillance firms. In October 2023, Haaretz reported that Israeli arms and cyber sales had skyrocketed in the past few years to an all-time high.

Occupied Palestinian Territory as Laboratory

Since the early 2000s, Israeli politicians have claimed that spyware, biometrics, drone reconnaissance, and CCTV surveillance developed by private Israeli firms bolsters Israel’s military capacity, as the army often outsources research and development to private firms. Industry leaders also claim private firms in Israel can rely upon their close relationship with the IDF to advance research, development, and implementation of new technologies. As part of the “dual feeding” process, elite military intelligence units recruit talented high school graduates for military service, where they receive significant training and experience. Once their mandatory service is up, many join startup companies or establish their own, often in cybersecurity or AI.

As Israel’s surveillance infrastructure expanded across the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and Gaza Strip over the past two decades, Palestinian advocates, journalists, and academics warned the military was exploiting the occupation to test and refine new technologies sold on global markets. Israeli civilians are guaranteed robust privacy protections under civil law. However, because Palestinian civilians living under military rule are denied recourse to civil rights protections by an occupying army, there are very few checks on how the military deploys surveillance technologies in the occupied territories. Remarking on this dynamic, scholars and human rights organizations have recently suggested that Palestinians offer up a cheap reserve of raw data for private companies eager to test out and refine surveillance systems before exporting them abroad.

Occupied Palestinian Territory has long been framed as a testing ground for Israeli weapons and security products. Israel has consistently ranked among the top ten arms-exporting countries for the past 50 years. Before digital and automated surveillance, the country was known for selling Uzi Machine Guns and Elbit tanks worldwide. The journalist Anthony Lowenstein links Israel’s leading role in defense industries to its occupation of the West Bank, Gaza, and East Jerusalem in 1967. “Israel has developed a world-class weapons industry with equipment conveniently tested on occupied Palestinians, then marketed as ‘battle-tested,’” Antony Loewenstein writes. “Cashing in on the IDF brand has successfully led to Israeli security companies being some of the most successful in the world.” As Mona Shtaya has noted, the rise of a global surveillance industry was a boon to Israel’s robust defense industry, fed by “surveillance technologies used on Palestinians.” Private firms devoted to electronic and internet monitoring increased from 2001 onward as NATO governments joined the so-called global war on terror. Yet, as the case studies below demonstrate, the development and deployment of surveillance technologies eroded Palestinians’ fundamental human rights and had similarly damaging impacts abroad.

Case Studies

1. Spyware

Spyware is malicious software that can be covertly installed onto computing devices; the most potent systems can access every facet of an operating system, stealing texts, recording calls, culling through emails, and even turning on cameras or microphones to record conversations. Once monopolized by technologically advanced military, today, armies and police forces worldwide can buy the technology from private vendors. Israeli firms are prominent in the global spyware industry, as veterans from elite intelligence units have brought technical skills and expertise to the private sector over the past few years. In turn critics have warned the proliferation of private spyware firms poses a threat to the right to privacy worldwide.

The ties between private cyber firms and Israel’s military rule over the occupied Palestinian territories came under global scrutiny in the summer and fall of 2021. A series of articles across major news publications alleged spyware manufactured by the Israeli spyware firm the NSO Group had targeted thousands of dissidents, human rights workers, and opposition politicians around the world.\(^\text{21}\) Outrage over the abuse of the malware coalesced when the United States Department of Commerce blacklisted the NSO Group, among other spyware firms, banning them from trading with American companies.\(^\text{22}\) While the NSO group’s notoriety hinged on its role in exporting Israeli cyber technology to autocratic regimes worldwide, it would become apparent the firm was also central to Israel’s surveillance arsenal in Palestine. In November 2021, human rights investigators found the NSO Group’s spyware on the phones of six Palestinian civil rights advocates and three senior Palestinian Authority officials.\(^\text{23}\)

The revelations came just weeks after the Israeli military accused six Palestinian human rights organizations, where three of the hacked civilians worked, of terrorism. Human Rights Watch said the revelations of spyware demonstrated how the Israeli military’s surveillance of Palestinians violates their “fundamental right to privacy, undermines their freedom of expression and association, and threatens their security and their lives.” The proliferation of invasive spyware also creates a “chilling effect on advocates or journalists who may self-censor out of fear of potential surveillance.”\(^\text{24}\) Those hacked recounted sleepless nights marked by anxiety that their phones had been recording intimate conversations with loved ones and children and worried anything they did or said had been taken out of context and would be used as grounds for arrest.\(^\text{25}\) As Ubai al-Aboudi, executive director of the Bisan Centre for Research and Development, told Aljazeera. “This is more than just eavesdropping, it’s terrifying. The spyware takes complete control over the phone. It can make calls to anybody, send messages and it can download content.”\(^\text{26}\) Such testimonies echo the narratives of human rights defenders around the world targeted by NSO Group’s potent technology.\(^\text{27}\)

The NSO Group is not the only Israeli company that has and continues to develop and export the technology
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worldwide. In 2021, malware manufactured by the Israeli firm Candiru was found on the phones of politicians, journalists, and scholars in Iran, Yemen, Israel, the United Kingdom, and Turkey. Spyware manufactured by Cytrox, an Israeli firm based in Athens, infected the phones of journalists in Egypt and the E.U. in 2021 and 2022. Quadream, whose tools have been sold to Saudi Arabia, manufactured spyware that was found on human rights defenders and journalists phones worldwide in 2023.

The ties between these companies and the Israeli military cannot be understated. In 2018, Haaretz reported that 80 percent of the 2,300 people who founded Israel's 700 cyber companies were veterans of IDF intelligence units. In 2021, the New York Times found that nearly every member of NSO Group's research team had worked at the Israeli Military Intelligence Directorate. Similarly, the founders of other major Israeli spyware firms like Candiru, Intellexa, and Cytrox served in leadership roles within Israel's military intelligence, some of whom were responsible for developing and deploying cyberweapons across the occupied Palestinian territories.

Collaborations between the private spyware industry and the military exceed professional networks. The military outsources much of its technological development to private cybersecurity firms. In turn, fledging surveillance companies gain an opportunity to refine their products before exporting them abroad, testing invasive and virtually unregulated surveillance systems on Palestinian civilians living under Israeli military rule. This reciprocal relationship paved the way for lenient export controls on companies like the NSO Group, whose products would double as diplomatic cards in regional geopolitical games. Israeli diplomatic gains—establishing formal relationships with countries throughout the MENA region, for example—were often preceded by NSO Group sales.

The NSO Group’s reputation was ruined after the 2021 revelations, thanks to the collaborative work of investigative journalists worldwide. Israel pledged to adopt stricter export regulations, limiting what products Israeli firms could sell to foreign governments. In April 2023, Calcalist reported Israel's spyware industry shrank rapidly in recent years. Many Israel-based firms had moved overseas or, if they remained, changed their focus. Nevertheless, Israel’s government has maintained close ties with shunned groups like the NSO Group or Candiru. Israel’s security services made use of both firms’ products after the war with Gaza erupted on October 7, in a move that constituted a stark reversal of previous policies. The NSO Group and Candiru have since branded themselves as volunteers in the Israeli war effort, offering their systems to locate Israeli hostages inside Gaza and indicating that long-standing relationships between Israeli officials and the maligned companies were never ruptured. According to documents obtained by the Intercept, the NSO


The Israeli defense system also offers its services to the United States government. How the industry responds to the war in the region remains to be seen. One thing is clear: Israel's use of the technology against Palestinians fed into the proliferation of systems that have eroded the right to privacy in most contexts they are deployed.

2. Social Media Surveillance

Social media became key to Israel's surveillance of the occupied Palestinian territories as soon as they became widely available in the region in the late 2000s. The Arab Spring made platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and TikTok integral to widespread protests across the Middle East, including Palestine. In turn, Israel's military intelligence developed more invasive ways of monitoring Palestinian digital spaces—from predictive policing algorithms to social media scraping bots that pinpoint and flag supposedly incendiary content. Reporters note this sophisticated surveillance arsenal works in tandem with discriminatory incitement laws that criminalize much Palestinian political speech.

In 2016, Israel's parliament broadened the legal definition of incitement to encompass not only speech that "directly calls for violence" but also speech that, in the judgment of prosecutors, "expresses support for terrorist acts," with or without a resolution to carry them out. Israel's military and security services also use A.I. to police and flag Palestinian social media content.

Israel's military has relied on both passive and active social media monitoring to police Palestinian digital spheres. Passive surveillance makes use of social media scraping tools to comb through Palestinian content, increasingly using A.I. to analyze data, identify criminal content, and predict which users are likely to violate Israeli laws and regulations. Recent reporting suggests these predictive policing algorithms have a very low accuracy rate. Active surveillance entails using generative A.I. to create fake profiles that spread disinformation, propaganda, and software that can hack into private accounts. In 2018, Haaretz reported that these efforts had been consolidated under the "Center for Consciousness Operations," a unit unveiled to wage covert psychological operations online, targeting both the occupied territories and worldwide.

In the aftermath of the 2021 war between Israel and Hamas, spurred by historic protests in occupied East Jerusalem, also known as the Unity Intifada or Sheikh Jarrah uprising, Haaretz alleged Israel's security services relied on avatars to disseminate fake news across social media and encrypted messaging apps, including Telegram. Israel's military has relied on both passive and active social media monitoring to police Palestinian digital spheres. Passive surveillance makes use of social media scraping tools to comb through Palestinian content, increasingly using A.I. to analyze data, identify criminal content, and predict which users are likely to violate Israeli laws and regulations. Recent reporting suggests these predictive policing algorithms have a very low accuracy rate. Active surveillance entails using generative A.I. to create fake profiles that spread disinformation, propaganda, and software that can hack into private accounts. In 2018, Haaretz reported that these efforts had been consolidated under the "Center for Consciousness Operations," a unit unveiled to wage covert psychological operations online, targeting both the occupied territories and worldwide.

In 2023, the head of Israel's security services said AI was a "co-pilot" in carrying out IDF operations. The increasingly high-tech nature of social media surveillance comes amidst reports of heightened repression against Palestinians and the eroding of fundamental rights like freedom of expression and the right to assemble. According to 972 Magazine, detentions and arrests due to social media posts have risen in recent years, especially for Palestinian Jerusalemites.
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A 2021 report by 7amleh reported many young Palestinians felt like the proliferation of surveillance on and offline amounted to another kind of incarceration.45 Recent reporting has emphasized how social media surveillance is only intensifying since Israel's war on Gaza began.46 In November, Israel's parliament introduced an amendment to the counterterrorism law that criminalizes ‘consumption of terrorist media.’ Palestinians in the West Bank, Palestinian citizens of Israel, and Palestinian Jerusalemites have all been subjected to ramped up surveillance as new legislation has further criminalized Palestinians’ activity online. Legal experts say this kind of dragnet surveillance has a chilling effect on Palestinians across the region.47 According to Adalah, “these measures together constitute a draconian crackdown on the free speech rights of Palestinians and political persecution against them as a group.”48

In recent years, Israeli-based surveillance firms have sold similar technologies on the private market. Some of these firms have been accused of extralegally stealing social media users’ data and harvesting it for profit. In 2018, Meta sued the Israeli firm Voyageur Labs for allegedly using nearly 40,000 fake Facebook accounts to collect data on an estimated 600,000 users.49 In 2020, Meta sued Israeli firm BrandTotal Ltd for illegally scraping personal data from users’ accounts, including users’ names, I.D., gender, date of birth, relationship status, and location information.50 In 2023, Meta and X (formerly Twitter) sued the Israeli firm Bright Data for scraping and selling user content from Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.51 This September, an investigation by Haaretz revealed that Israeli firms were also selling more invasive versions of these technologies as surveillance services to foreign countries.52 The investigation found that two firms, Insanet and Rayzone, had developed systems that not only scraped users’ social media accounts but also infected users’ phones by bypassing existing security protections to steal sensitive data. According to Haaretz, “former ranking members of Israel’s defense establishment” and “serial entrepreneurs” in Israel’s cyber industries founded these firms.

One such firm was emboiled in one of the more serious human rights scandals in recent years. Cambridge Analytica, the British consulting firm that stole millions of Facebook users’ data to sway the results of democratic elections worldwide, reportedly worked with the Israeli cyber-mercenary firm Team Jorge, which is composed of veterans of Israeli intelligence units. While Cambridge Analytica ceased operations after being sued for illegal data harvesting by the United States Federal Trade Commission, Team Jorge continued to operate in secrecy. In 2023, a Forbidden Stories investigation revealed Team Jorge had meddled in African democratic elections for years. The firm reportedly sold disinformation software and hacking tools that breached political targets’ emails and messaging accounts in Kenya and Nigeria in the late 2010s and early 2020s.53 According to the Guardian, Team Jorge’s founder, Tal Hanan, boasted of spreading disinformation

during the 2019 elections in Senegal. Hanan allegedly claimed to have interfered in 33 presidential elections across the African continent. Journalists have documented how this interference has infringed on freedom of expression and the right to privacy in every context such technology has been deployed.

The market for invasive social media surveillance technologies is booming. Israeli firms have been and continue to be critical players in this largely unregulated industry. Yet the chilling effect dragnet surveillance and disinformation have had on Palestinian social media users demonstrates the dangers of these technologies worldwide.

3. Facial recognition

Facial recognition cameras have recently spread across the West Bank and East Jerusalem, abetted by close collaborations with private facial recognition companies and the Israeli military. Yet the Israeli military’s use of biometric surveillance is hardly new. Israel’s military has mandated Palestinian permit holders to use biometric identification cards since the early 2000s, requiring those who study or work within Israel to hand over their biometric data to Israel’s military. The military’s use of biometric surveillance expanded significantly with advancements in image processing and algorithmic surveillance. According to WhoProfits, Israeli police updated a network of CCTV cameras covering Jerusalem’s old city with facial recognition capability in 2017.

By the late 2010s, Israeli authorities installed facial recognition cameras at major checkpoints leading into the occupied West Bank.

In 2019, investigative reporting also brought the ethics of biometric surveillance of Palestinians under global scrutiny. That same year, NBC revealed new facial recognition cameras were installed across East Jerusalem and hidden throughout the West Bank. Over the next few years, Israeli authorities would significantly expand their use of the technology. Investigative reporting on the Israeli military’s practices in the occupied territories by the Washington Post in 2021 revealed soldiers were building up a biometric database—called Wolf-Pack—of all Palestinian civilians in the West Bank without their consent. The database was connected to Blue Wolf, a mobile app installed on tablets soldiers carried when stationed in the West Bank. Importantly, the buildup of these systems rested on invasive practices that eroded civilian privacy, like pulling children out of bed to scan their faces and enroll them into a biometric database or stopping students on the way to school to scan their faces.

In 2023, Amnesty International and Breaking the Silence alleged that biometric surveillance had expanded to smaller checkpoints in the West Bank, including in Hebron.

Importantly, private companies worked with the military to build up and refine these systems. Advocate Issa Amro describes the Palestinian cities transformed by these new systems as “as a laboratory for (Israeli) security solution companies to...troubleshoot and market their technologies.” East Jerusalem’s Mabat 2000 surveillance system was developed and installed by the Mer Group, an Israeli security firm that the IDF often
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contracts with. The Marker reported that the Israeli facial recognition firm Oosto (formerly AnyVision) manufactured and serviced biometric cameras at major checkpoints. NBC also alleged the company had installed its cameras in East Jerusalem. According to the Guardian, the Chinese firm Hikvision and TKH Security manufacture biometric cameras in Jerusalem and Hebron. Hikvision has also been linked to the mass surveillance and incarceration of Uygers in Northwest China and is blacklisted by the United States Department of Commerce.

The Israeli army’s implementation of biometric surveillance is part of an official move toward a “frictionless” occupation. Defense officials have promised new technologies would reduce dehumanizing interactions between soldiers and Palestinians, like strip searches and home invasions, by leaving identification up to machines rather than soldiers. Yet major human rights organizations, researchers, and journalists contradicted these claims. Foreign Policy found that the implementation of automated surveillance increased the army’s intrusion into the daily lives of Palestinians. In Hebron, for example, the military-installed new cameras on Palestinians’ rooftops. Soldiers would walk into private homes to service the systems, eroding privacy. In Jerusalem, researchers from Amnesty International described how the proliferation of cameras made many women worry the military was surveilling them even inside the privacy of their own homes. Such findings corroborated a 2021 7amleh report that described how the proliferation of surveillance cameras made many Jerusalemites feel watched even inside and engage in self-policing, like remaining fully covered in street clothes and hijabs inside the privacy of their own homes. Sociologist Nadera Shalhoub Kevorkian characterizes such surveillance as an “industry of terror” that engenders fear in those subjected to invasive surveillance mechanisms, especially women.

The impact of these systems in Occupied Palestinian Territory suggests the biometric surveillance systems implemented in the name of reducing violence intensify insecurity for populations subjected to intensive policing and militarization by corroding a fundamental right to privacy. These findings contradict the claims of biometric startups, who promise the use of this tech will enhance security and reduce violence. Despite the questionable efficacy of these systems, governments and law enforcement agencies are increasingly embracing biometric surveillance, and Israeli firms are meeting this demand. However, these systems are simply yet another reminder that no form of occupation is safe and secure or acceptable for the Palestinian people, and that all people have the right to freedom from living under occupation and mass surveillance.
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Legal Analysis and Human Rights Implications

Under international law, Israel’s military is an occupying power responsible for protecting the ‘civil life’ of Palestinians across the West Bank, East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip. Yet the research and reporting summarized here indicate that spyware, social media monitoring, and facial recognition surveillance each constitute obtrusive restrictions on Palestinians that diminish civil life across the occupied territories. While new systems are rolled out under the auspices of “enhancing security” they systematically erode a right to privacy, assembly, movement and freedom of expression. The deployment of invasive surveillance systems on civilian populations has stifled Palestinian civil society while sharpening the repressive conditions of Israeli military rule—from those silenced by the fear that an occupying army is tapping their cell phones to those who worry soldiers will storm into their homes to build up a biometric database. Because the implementation of surveillance constitutes a systematic infringement on Palestinians fundamental human rights as outlined in the UN charter, the Israeli military’s use of surveillance technologies on Palestinian civilians is contravening international law.

Legal experts and major human rights organizations have come to similar conclusions. In a 2020 report, the ICRC wrote new surveillance systems posed “potential humanitarian consequences” to civilian populations living under military occupation. Namely, “being targeted, arrested, facing ill-treatment...or suffering from psychological effects from the fear of being under surveillance.” In occupied East Jerusalem and the occupied West Bank, Amnesty International found that the expansion of surveillance “helps advance the unlawful security objectives of illegal settlers” by cementing Israeli control over Palestinians and eroding their right to movement, right to assemble, and freedom of expression.

This brief has gone one step further to demonstrate that the development and deployment of surveillance technologies across the occupied Palestinian territories is not only contrary to the interests of civilians living under decades of military rule; it is also detrimental to fundamental human rights around the world. Private Israeli firms omit the constraints of digital and AI-powered surveillance systems—the fear, insecurity, and repression—they enable in Occupied Palestinian Territory in branding strategies and advertisements. On global surveillance and security markets, spyware, social media monitoring, and biometric surveillance are branded as generic solutions to international insecurity, tried and tested in one of the world’s most notorious conflict zones.

The human rights scandals embroiling many Israeli firms referenced in this memo are evidence of the inefficacy and dangers posed by the unregulated development and deployment of these systems worldwide. As in Palestine, the use of spyware, social media monitoring, and facial recognition surveillance by governments worldwide erodes the right to privacy, the right to assemble, the right to movement, and freedom of expression. From the NSO groups’ terrorizing impact on journalists and civil society to the erosion of democratic processes abetted by social media surveillance firms like Team Jorge, these surveillance systems have not enhanced security in any context they are implemented. In many parts of the world, such technologies simply exacerbate violence.
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Recommendations

Israel can take immediate steps to stop the harm of new surveillance technologies on Palestinians, including ceasing settlement construction and expansion, ending mass surveillance of innocent civilians, and the draconian policing of Palestinian digital spaces. 7amleh is hardly the first major human rights organization to offer such recommendations. In lieu of Israel adhering to these guidelines, let alone the stipulations of international law as outlined above, the international community can take concrete steps to reign in the development and deployment of invasive new technologies by private firms.

7amleh calls on countries to enact a comprehensive right-based legal framework for governing the use, development, and production of automated surveillance technologies and weaponry, as well as accountability mechanisms for bad actors from existing companies. Such legislation should put particular emphasis on protecting the privacy and other fundamental human rights of civilians. Drawing inspiration from the European Union’s data protection legislation, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), countries can implement privacy laws outlining the permissible scope of surveillance activities, authorize transparent data processing practices, and empower individuals with rights to access, rectify, and erase their personal data. These legal safeguards will help prevent indiscriminate surveillance, while building accountability and ensuring that surveillance measures are proportionate, necessary, and subject to oversight. International bodies, like the United Nations, should continue to play a key role in facilitating collaboration towards rights-centered global norms and agreements on the responsible use of surveillance technologies, especially in conflict zones. Furthermore, as an important step towards enforcing rights-respecting norms, it is imperative that bad actors, who have caused harm, are held to account for their actions and business practices with regards to harmful surveillance technologies.

Countries should also implement comprehensive legal frameworks for the sale and export of such technologies. Calls for governments to reign in the sale and transfer of these systems are growing and have been endorsed by major human rights organizations and governing bodies, including the United Nations and the Red Cross. While countries like the United States have blacklisted abusive companies, including the NSO Group and Candiru, targeting individual firms while allowing industry to operate without regulations will do little to mitigate the harmful impact of these technologies. International bodies should continue to mandate a comprehensive and global framework that regulates the sale and transfer of these systems. Furthermore, the sale of certain technologies should be banned altogether. The international community has come to agreement on multiple occasions that certain weapons are antithetical to the respect of human dignity. As surveillance technologies continue to be weaponized, it seems we are arriving at another such occasion. Such efforts can set an important example for Israel to do the same while also severely limiting how Israeli firms capitalizing on the occupation can operate.
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